Abstract-The use of location-enabled mobile technology is ubiquituos. We outline the opportunities and risks involved in using user-generated spatial data and information. User gener ated spatial data is a very dynamic but has many inconsistencies.
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This could severely limit its use in many security and intelligence applications. The opportunities offer by using citizen-generated spatial data or VGI in real-world applications are:
I. WORKING WI TH CITIZEN-GENERATED
• Social media carries the advantages of low cost, rapid transmission through a wide community, and user inter action. VGI harnesses the power of social media.
• VGI is a "hot topic" in the GIS community. This field of research is maturing very quickly. There will be opportunities for collaboration with areas such as health informatics, environmental protection, etc and take ad vantage of multidisciplinary approaches.
B. What are the risks?
The risks associated with using citizen-generated spatial data or VGI in real-world applications are:
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C. Conclusion
Although the spatial accuracy of VGI is increasing un resolved research issues remain related to the gathering the relevant data, annotation of the data, and sustainability of the VGI paradigm. Until satisfactory solutions are provided to these issues the spatial and semantic richness of VGI will be not be fully exploited.
